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A B S T R A C T

Bearing failure is a cause of concern in a variety of machinery such as turbines, transmissions, drills, engines, etc. 
It is often associated with rolling contact fatigue (RCF) triggered from damage initiation at non-metallic in-
clusions (NMI’s). Experimental evidence shows that damage initiation lifetime is highly sensitive to the NMI 
characteristics and its bonding with the steel matrix. This study numerically investigates the role of NMI features 
and its bonding with the steel matrix on damage initiation lifetime. NMI characteristics modelled in this study are 
derived from an experimental investigation of a failed bearing. Simulation results highlight a near to instanta-
neous debonding at the matrix-inclusion interface followed by accelerated crack initiation. The critical depth for 
damage initiation shifts towards the surface with the increase in friction coefficient between roller and raceway. 
The simulations also reveal that larger inclusions show earlier damage initiation, indicating a size effect. The 
damage hotspots from the simulation results were compared with experimental findings and a hypothesis for 
crack initiation from a NMI is put forward.   

1. Introduction

Roller element bearings are critical engineering components that
permit rotary motion whilst transmitting loads. They often fail due to a 
process called rolling contact fatigue where the contact parts are sub-
jected to cyclic rolling or sliding contact. This can lead to either surface 
or subsurface initiated failure. When the bearing contacts are polished, 
lubricated and the bearing is installed properly, subsurface initiated 
damage tends to become dominant [1–3]. It has been experimentally 
verified that damage develops at the vicinity of subsurface defects, 
namely non-metallic inclusions (NMI’s) which occur as an inevitable 
by-product of the bearing steel manufacturing process [4–6]. The most 
common NMI’s are alumina (Al2O3), manganese sulphide (MnS) and 
other mixed type inclusions [5]. Although the advancements in steel-
making processes led to cleaner steels [7], their presence remains un-
avoidable [6]. Rolling contact fatigue (RCF) driven subsurface damage 
estimation is a key challenge for the bearing community. 

Despite numerous experimental investigations on the role of NMI’s 
in bearing fatigue failure [4,5,8,9], only few researchers have attempted 
to capture the same from a numerical perspective [2,10–16]. Numerical 

modelling has its challenges in replicating the underlying physics behind 
RCF damage initiation from NMI’s. It requires assumptions on failure 
mechanisms, inclusion modelling complexities such as accurate repre-
sentation of their physical features. Nonetheless, acknowledging its 
approximate nature, numerical modelling of non-metallic inclusions in 
bearing steels offers a systematic way to investigate how the complex 
stress states around inclusions (and the influence of inclusion charac-
teristics on these) link to fatigue failure initiation. 

Historically, there have been attempts to model the RCF crack 
initiation problem either numerically or analytically based on contact 
stress or strain analysis [1]. Preliminary work was established by Jiang 
and Sehitoglu [17] and Ringsberg [18]. They used finite element (FE) 
analyses and strain-life based multiaxial fatigue crack initiation models 
accompanied by critical plane analysis concepts to predict a procedure 
for crack initiation under RCF loading. Liu et al. [19] extended this 
unified multiaxial fatigue damage model to railway wheel contact fa-
tigue and anisotropic materials. Early works from Melander et al. [20] 
described the propensity of debonded inclusions having larger effect on 
early crack initiation via crack-tip displacements and total energy 
release rates. The majority of numerical models were built by applying 
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continuum mechanics, cyclic contact loading and a multi-axial critical 
plane criterion for fatigue damage initiation [12,13]. Their main 
drawback is that they assumed the material to be homogenous and 
initially defect free without any imperfections such as non-metallic in-
clusions, which play an important role in the mechanics of the steel. 

In the last decade, some researchers have attempted to address this 
issue by incorporating the role of material imperfections in their models. 
Recent numerical works that model RCF subsurface damage initiation 
from defects are discussed in the following. Sadeghi and Moghaddam 
et al. [2] used the finite element method along with a microstructure 
based 2D damage model to investigate the effects of inclusion size, depth 
and stiffness on rolling contact fatigue lifetime. Stiffer inclusions and 
inclusions present at the critical depth of maximum shear stress reversal 
were found more detrimental to bearing lifetime. However, their model 
was limited to fully bonded circular inclusions only. Another 
micro-mechanical study by Cerullo et al. [10] used a 2D plane strain FE 
model and continuum based linear elastic mechanics to study the fatigue 
damage initiation from NMI’s using the Dang Van multiaxial fatigue 
criterion. Their study showed that maximum damage always occurred in 
the matrix for the cases examined, more specifically at the 
matrix-inclusion interface. Their study was limited to alumina (Al2O3) 
and titanium nitride (TiN) inclusions. Both studies did not consider the 
effects of other important aspects such as other types of inclusions 
(MnS), inclusion shape effects (e.g. MnS being potentially highly elon-
gated), inclusion orientation and the effect of debonding between the 
inclusion and matrix on RCF initiation lifetime. 

Recently, Mahdavi et al. [14] used a 3D micro-mechanical model to 
study the micro-scale cyclic plasticity at the vicinity of isolated sub-
surface inclusions such as Al2O3 and MnS to understand its impact on 
fatigue crack initiation. They studied the role of macro-residual stresses 
and the effect of steel matrix yield limit on the accumulated plastic strain 
for hard and soft inclusions. However, inclusion debonding and size 
effects were excluded. Work by Al-Tameemi et al. [11] tried to address 
missing links by considering the role of elongated inclusions such as MnS 
and introducing debonding at the inclusion-matrix interface to provide 
an insight into the stress state that could give rise to fatigue crack 
initiation. However, they did not go forward to establish the link be-
tween stress state around the inclusion to RCF lifetime estimation. Also, 
it did not consider other inclusion types such as alumina nor inclusion 
size effects. Schäfer et al. [15] thoroughly investigated the fatigue crack 
initiation from NMI’s in steel including the effect of debonding via 
introducing different possible inclusion–matrix interface configurations 
by means of micromechanical simulations. However, this was done for a 
uniaxial loading case whereas RCF modelling involves non-proportional 
multiaxial stress states. 

Role of inclusion-matrix debonding on early crack initiation is a 
growing area of interest in RCF [5,11,21]. This research complements 
the recent experimental findings by Vegter et al. [5]. They applied a 
tensile load to a bearing steel sample with a bonded inclusion, during 
which a gap was observed in-situ between the matrix-inclusion inter-
face. This supported their hypothesis of crack initiation from an NMI. 
Another characterization study by Bruce et al. [22] confirmed this 
finding. Starting from an undamaged inclusion, separation between the 
interfaces and internal cracking occurs as an initial damage during the 
loading process. 

This work contributes to the state-of-the-art by extending a compu-
tational methodology developed by the authors [23,24] to predict the 
RCF damage initiation lifetime triggered by the presence of NMI’s. The 
proposed framework addresses abovementioned research gaps, i.e., the 
role of (a) inclusion characteristics such as size, type, shape, orientation, 
and (b) debonding on RCF initiation lifetime. 

In addition to this, the role of inclusion depth below the surface and 
the influence of surface traction between roller and raceway on me-
chanical damage development is also investigated. Critical lifetime 
reduction factors are studied and a hypothesis of near to instantaneous 
debonding at the matrix-inclusion interface (henceforth simply referred 

to as “interface”) leading to early crack initiation is proposed. 

2. Material characterization study for a failed bearing 

2.1. Characterization of NMI features 

To investigate the damage evolution around inclusions, it is impor-
tant to provide a realistic definition of inclusion features as input to the 
model. A material characterization study of a failed bearing acts as a 
starting point to this end. It was removed from a gearbox following the 
formation of an axial crack. Its loading history is unknown. The studied 
bearing is through-hardened and its chemical composition corresponds 
with a typical AISI 52100 steel grade [25], as shown in Table 1. After the 
final thermal treatment, which includes oil quenching and 
low-temperature tempering (~160 ◦C), the microstructure consists of 
spherical secondary cementite type carbides formed during spheroid-
ization annealing, which are embedded in a matrix of tempered 
martensite, retained austenite, and one or more of the η, ε and θ phases, 
as presented in Fig. 1 [26]. 

For this study, the samples were cut along circumferential and radial 
planes, and further prepared for metallographic observation by a series 
of grinding and polishing steps. In the first step, the samples for further 
metallographic preparation were cut from the zone of interest of the 
bearing with a Struers type 50A15 cut-off wheel on a Discotom-5 cutting 
machine. The cutting was done with a very low cutting speed and under 
constant water cooling in order to prevent any heating of the sample that 
may cause phase transformation or microstructural changes. In the 
second step, the sample was embedded in a conductive polymer and 
prepared for microstructural observation following the standard 
metallographic sequence of grinding and polishing steps. These steps 
contain automatic mechanical grinding with SiC grinding papers P180, 
220, 400, 600, 800, and 1200, followed by polishing with diamond paste 
with particle size of 3 µm and 1 µm and a final polishing step with 35 nm 
colloidal silica. During each grinding and polishing step the parameters 
(speed, pressure, cooling, lubrication) were strictly controlled in order 
to avoid the appearance of any artifacts (plastic deformation, debonding 
of the inclusions, etc). Finally, the samples were etched with nital 2% 
(2 ml nitric acid and 98 ml ethanol) to inspect the microstructure for the 
presence of damage. SEM images were acquired on an FEI Quanta 450- 
FEG-SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) operating at 15 kV, with a 
final beam aperture of 50 µm and spot size 5 that corresponds to a probe 
current of 2.3 nA in a secondary electron (SE) imaging mode. The 
chemical composition of the inclusions was determined using the energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 

The morphologies of the detected NMI’s were thoroughly studied 
and their features such as type, size, shape, orientation with respect to 
the raceway and their debonding with the matrix were documented 
down to a depth of 1 mm below the raceway surface as shown in Fig. 2, 
where ORD refers to the over rolling direction of the roller. This depth 
range coincides with the zone of high rolling contact stresses. All of 209 
examined inclusions were observed using scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and characterized as bonded or debonded in accordance to their 
coherence with the bulk material. 

The majority (77%) of the inclusions were identified as pure man-
ganese sulphide (MnS). The remaining 23% of inclusions were of a 
mixed type (MnS + Alumina (Al2O3)). Henceforward, MnS will be 
considered as the inclusion type of interest for the numerical investi-
gation. This is in line with other experimental findings that support the 
detrimental role of MnS in RCF [8,9]. The inclusion database gathered 
from this study will be investigated to understand the inclusion char-
acteristics. Based on the inclusion database, a parametric study using the 
numerical model will be constructed to reveal trends in the damage 
initiation lifetime driven by rolling contact fatigue. 

G. Ravi et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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2.2. Statistical results from inclusion database 

Inclusions data collected from the characterization study were sub-
jected to statistical correlation tests to identify the relationship between 
different variables. This was done using Pearson analysis, and their 
respective p value and correlation coefficient R for each combination are 
shown in Fig. 3. The results from the analysis show very low correlation 
between the variables. The following conclusions can be made:  

• The majority (85%) of the inclusions had an aspect ratio of less than 
3.  

• The majority (94%) of the inclusions showed a major axis length of 
less than 10 µm.  

• Inclusions were randomly oriented with their major axis between 
0◦ and + /- 45◦ to the ORD.  

• The majority (80%) of all inclusions observed across the depth were 
either partially or fully debonded. 

3. Numerical modelling of damage initiation from NMI’s 

This section outlines the numerical modelling strategy implemented 
to estimate the RCF driven damage initiation and subsequent evolution 
from a non-metallic inclusion. 

The overall approach is divided into two stages. The first is the me-
chanical RCF model that captures the stress field around an NMI and the 
corresponding damage state via a crack initiation framework based on 
continuum mechanics, cyclic contact loading and a multi-axial critical 
plane fatigue damage model [23,24]. The second stage links the damage 
state calculated in stage 1 to a crack initiation lifetime. The approach is 
summarized in Fig. 4. 

3.1. Stage 1: RCF driven damage initiation model 

The stage 1 numerical modelling approach is briefly explained 
hereunder; the reader is referred to [23,24] for an in-depth description 
of the model design and implementation. The adopted finite element 
analysis considers two levels: a global model and a submodel. The global 
model mimics the passage of a roller element on a bearing raceway by 
means of the theoretical (Hertzian) contact pressure it invokes (see Eq. 
(1)). 

p(x) = pmax

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1 −
(x − xc)

b2

2
√

(1) 

Where x refers to the coordinate position where the pressure is 
evaluated, xc denotes the center of the Hertzian pressure distribution, b 
represents the half contact width, and pmax is the magnitude of pressure 
at the center of the Hertzian pressure distribution. The rolling contact is 
mimicked by changing xc linearly over time, such that the pressure 
distribution is displaced accordingly. Shear surface traction tx(x) in the 

Table 1 
Chemical composition of through hardened bearing: AISI 52100.  

(wt%) C Mn P S Si Ni Cr Cu Mo  

0.95–1.05 0.25–0.45 0.025 0.015 0.15–0.35 0.25 1.35–1.6 0.3 0.1  

Fig. 1. Typical microstructure of the investigated AISI 52100 bearing steel 
consisting of tempered martensite and carbides. 

Fig. 2. (a) Example of non-metallic inclusion debonded from the matrix, (b) determination of size, and (c) depth below the surface. (d) Fully bonded inclusion, 
located 178 µm from the raceway surface. 
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rolling direction is taken proportional to the normal pressure according 
to the friction coefficient µ (Eq. (2)). 

tx(x) = µ|p(x) | (2) 

The depth is defined in normalized terms against half-contact width b 
as per a Hertzian line contact [12] (See Eqs.(3) – (6)). Here, F refers to 
normal contact force, R and E∗ denotes the equivalent radius and 
Young’s modulus that includes the parameters E1, R1 and υ1 and E2, R2 
and υ2 which represent the Young’s moduli, curvature radii and Pois-
son’s ratios of both contacting cylinders. In this study, the specifications 
of a cylindrical bearing of type NU 232 ECML [27] were used to calcu-
late R. 210 GPa and 0.3 were taken for both E and ν values, corre-
sponding to a steel-to-steel contact. 

b = 2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
FR
πE∗

√

(3)  

1
R
=

1
R1

+
1
R2

(4)  

1
E∗

=
1 − υ2

1

E1
+

1 − υ2
2

E2
(5)  

pmax =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
FE∗

πR∗

√

(6) 

Using the time dependent stress tensors of this global model as 
boundary conditions, an NMI is subsequently introduced at the level of a 

Fig. 3. Results from material characterization study - Inclusion database.  

Fig. 4. Numerical RCF driven damage initiation lifetime model (Representation is not to scale).  
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submodel to have a realistic estimation of the time dependent stress state 
around the inclusion. 

In this study, both fully bonded and debonded inclusions were 
studied. Debonding is introduced at the inclusion-matrix interface by 
allowing separation between the contact surfaces. This is implemented 
by defining a frictionless hard contact without penetration at the 
interface [11,15]. This is a simplification of reality, as there will be some 
amount of interlocking or chemical forces present between the in-
terfaces. As these are difficult to quantify and subject of ongoing 
research [5], the adopted contact definition is deemed to be a sound 
starting point to understand the influence of interface separation on 
rolling contact fatigue damage. For a partially bonded inclusion, the 
lower half of the interface was modelled as fully connected by means of 
tie constraints and the other half as debonded. 

The crack initiation from an NMI in RCF is hypothesized to occur due 
to cyclic shear strain accumulation at the interface. This was clearly 
documented in the experimental studies of Grabulov et al. [4] and 
Vegter et al. [28]. The overrolling generates local interactions of normal 
and shear stresses at the interface, which over time lead to damage 
accumulation and eventually to crack initiation at the interface. In order 
to capture this damage mechanism, the theory of critical distances (TCD) 
is coupled with a shear based Fatemi and Socie (F-S) damage model 
which uses normal stress and shear strain range as its primary and 
secondary channel to calculate the material damage. This critical plane 
model takes cyclic, multiaxial, non-proportional loading behaviour into 
account, which makes it suitable to RCF based applications. Recall that 
the F-S damage model has been adopted in [13,29,30] for similar 
purposes. 

The stresses extracted just outside the interface (see contour 1 in 
Fig. 4) are used to determine the damage initiation from an NMI. This 
was taken as 1 µm from interface as there will be stress singularities 
leading to higher damage values if extracted right at the interface. 
Whereas, the stresses extracted at a certain distance from the interface 
represent the transition into a matrix crack (see contour 2 in Fig. 4). A 
point based TCD (theory of critical distance) method is used in this work, 
similar to a recent RCF railway application study [31]. The stresses are 
extracted at a distance of L/2 from the inclusion, where L refers to a 
material characteristic length that is calculated as follows: 

L =
1
π

(
ΔKth

Δσ0

)2

(7) 

With ΔKththe threshold range of the stress intensity factor and Δσ0 

the plain fatigue limit. The material parameters to calculate this TCD 
length for the same material are taken as follows [32]: 
ΔKth= 5 MPa m1/2 and Δσ0 = 850 MPa for a subsurface crack. Using 
these values, the highest F-S damage reached at a critical distance of 
5 µm around the circumference of the interface is used to predict po-
tential size effects on fatigue crack initiation and also this captures the 
progression from debonding to crack formation in the matrix (Fig. 4). 

3.2. Stage 2: Linking damage to initiation lifetime model 

In this subsection, a simple and comprehensive procedure to estimate 
crack initiation lifetime for subsurface NMI’s is presented. 

Commonly in RCF applications, the material damage is linked to 
initiation lifetime by means of the Basquin-Coffin-Manson equation [13] 
(see Eq. (8)). 
(

1+ k.
σn,max

σy

)

.
Δγmax

2
=

τ,f
G
(
2Nf

)bγ
+ γ,f

(
2Nf

)cγ (8) 

In this equation, k is a material constant arbitrarily taken as unity, σy 

represents the yield strength, Δγmaxis the maximum shear strain range on 
the critical plane and σn,max represents the maximum stress perpendic-
ular to this material plane. Nf is the number of cycles to failure for the 
given F-S material damage. G is the shear modulus, τ,f is the shear fatigue 

strength coefficient, γ,f is the shear fatigue ductility coefficient, bγ and cγ 

are the shear fatigue strength exponent and shear fatigue ductility 
exponent respectively. The left side of Eq. (8) represents the F-S fatigue 
damage. This is calculated via a critical plane search algorithm devel-
oped for subsurface inclusions, as documented in our previous studies 
[23,24]. 

One challenge of this approach is that it demands several material 
parameters which can only be obtained from a time consuming and 
elaborate experimental multi-axial fatigue test program. As a result fa-
tigue curves for multi-axial loading are not as widely available as 
compared to uniaxial cases. Researchers have tried to address this issue 
by using material data available for common bearing steel or using ap-
proximations from uniaxial strain-life properties [13,33]. In this work, 
an alternative approach has been applied to come up with an approxi-
mate fatigue life estimation using simple and commonly available ma-
terial properties. 

The authors propose to link the F-S damage to a Roessle-Fatemi 
hardness method [34], which estimates fatigue initiation lifetime 
purely based on material hardness (Eq. (9)). This approach is a variation 
of the Basquin-Coffin-Manson equation based on commonly available 
material properties. Brinell hardness is used to calibrate the cyclic ma-
terial parameters needed for the right hand side of Eq. (9). As these 
material coefficients were calculated via hardness measurements for the 
failed bearing used in this study, this method offers a pragmatic way to 
indirectly couple the effect of inelastic behavior on initiation lifetime 
[13]. 
(

1+ k.
σn,max

σy

)

.
Δγmax

2
=

[
A
(
2Nf

)− 0.09
+B

(
2Nf

)− 0.56
][

1+ kC
(
2Nf

)− 0.09
]

(9) 

The feasibility of this approach has been evaluated for steels with 
Brinell hardness (HB) between 150 and 700 kgf/mm2 [34,35]. The pa-
rameters A, B, and C can be written in terms of HB as follows (Eqs. 
(10–12)): 

A =
5.53(HB) + 293

200000
(10)  

B =
0.48(HB)2

− 731(HB) + 286500
200000

(11)  

C =
1

0.0022(HB) + 0.382
(12) 

For this study, a Vickers indentation was performed on a sample of 
the failed bearing traversing across the depth from raceway. This was 
carried out with a load of 20 kgf and dwell time of 10 s using a 
DURAMIN-40 AC3 tester. As the tested sample was taken from a through 
hardened bearing, the profile showed a relatively constant hardness 
across the depth. The mean hardness across the region of interest 
(1.5 cm) was found to be 701 HV, which can be translated into an 
equivalent Brinell hardness of 656 HB (kgf/mm2) as per ISO 18265 [36]. 
This hardness value has been input to Eq. (9) to calculate damage 
initiation lifetime from F-S damage. 

3.3. Model optimization: Time and spatial discretization 

The rolling pass was discretized into 21 time frames to obtain a 
satisfactory balance between iteration time and numerical accuracy. The 
rolling pass length was taken to be from -2b to 2b, where b refers to half 
contact width. This provides adequate stress histories with good accu-
racy as shown in previous work [23] and is also consistent with the 
inferences from [2,37]. 

Subsurface stresses scale linearly with applied contact pressures due 
to the linear elastic nature of the adopted model. Hence, the reference 
contact pressure pmax is fixed to 1 GPa and the obtained stress distri-
butions are scaled with contact pressure. 
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Fig. 5 represents the mesh design used in this study to model 
different inclusion features. A biased mesh design inspired from Cerullo 
et al. [10] was found useful, where more interest is shown to the regions 
closer to the interface and the mesh coarsens towards the boundaries. A 
CPE4R plane strain quadrilateral type element was used in this study. 
Element size was taken to be 0.2 µm in the matrix region close to the 
interface to clearly capture the stress gradients. 

After mesh design, the damage reached in the matrix was chosen as a 
representative output to check the mesh convergence. Referring to 
recent literature that involves modelling NMI’s [2,10,15,38], it can be 
unanimously seen that damage reached in the matrix can be a tangible 
output parameter. In this study, as discussed earlier we use a non-local 
fatigue criterion based on TCD (Eq. 7) to calculate damage in the ma-
trix. The obtained F-S damage values were used as a representative 
output in a mesh convergence study to find a satisfactory balance be-
tween mesh density and computational time. Fig. 5b shows the mesh 
convergence analysis for a fully debonded interface. This was done for 
an inclusion length of 15 µm, aspect ratio 5, depth of 0.5 b and for a 
contact pressure of 1 GPa. From the figure, it can be understood that the 
output converges when the number of elements crosses 10k with a 
reasonable computational time. This was chosen as an optimum for in 
this study. 

4. Qualitative comparison to literature 

In this section, the damage results predicted from the numerical 
model are benchmarked against similar studies reported in literature. As 
different researches use different methods and damage models, a direct 
quantitative comparison cannot be made. Hence the assessment is done 
qualitatively at two levels: stress raising factor and damage prediction. 

Fig. 6 shows the fatigue damage prediction using our model, for a 
fully bonded hard inclusion (Al2O3), a fully bonded soft inclusion (MnS), 
and a fully debonded hard inclusion (Al2O3). The simulations were 
performed using a reference contact pressure of 1 GPa. Inclusions were 
circular, having a diameter of 10 µm. The inclusions mechanical prop-
erties were: ν = 0.25, E (alumina) = 380 GPa, and E (MnS) = 108 GPa. The 
inclusion was positioned at a depth of 0.5 b below the contact surface 
with b = 250 µm. This depth corresponds to the region of the maximum 
subsurface shear stress reversal under rolling contact. 

The damage trends predicted from this study (Fig. 6) are qualita-
tively in line with the trends in stress raising factor reported by Lai et al. 
[16] (Fig. 7). In both studies, a fully bonded hard inclusion introduces 
the least damage, a fully bonded soft inclusion generates relatively 
higher damage than a hard inclusion, and the damage increases further 
with the introduction of debonding between the inclusion-matrix 
interface. 

Further, Fig. 8a represents the debonded regions observed around 
the interface for an alumina inclusion [4]. Fig. 8b shows the values of the 
F-S fatigue damage parameter predicted around the interface for a 
bonded circular Al2O3 inclusion. Fig. 6a & c show the damage evolution 

around a bonded and debonded alumina inclusion predicted in this 
study. This prediction is in line with the experimental finding from 
Fig. 8a confirming that maximum damage accumulation at the 45 deg. 
intercepts on the interface dominates the debonding for an alumina 
inclusion. Similar damage predictions were observed by Lai et al. [16] 
and Mahdavi et al. [29] in their simulations for alumina. 

5. Design of virtual experiments 

Representing an NMI involves the definition of multiple character-
istics. This study focuses on effects of inclusion size, shape, orientation, 
depth, and debonding of its interfaces. The inclusion type is fixed to MnS 
based on the experimental evidence from the failed bearing discussed 
above. A full-factorial parametric study devised to capture these effects 
is shown in Table 2. 

6. Results and discussion 

This section highlights how the abovementioned variables affect the 
bearing damage initiation lifetime. By doing so, we try to interpret and 
understand how debonding and other inclusion characteristics can be an 
important influencing factor on bearing damage initiation. 

6.1. Debonding increases fatigue damage 

Fig. 9 summarizes the fatigue damage contours around a selection of 
different inclusion morphologies and for different bonding ratios. The 
results shown were obtained for simulations with a contact pressure of 
1 GPa and zero friction. The inclusion length was equal to 10 µm, with 
varying aspect ratios (AR) of 1, 3 and 5. Orientation angles of 0 and 
45 degrees with respect to the ORD were considered and all inclusions 
were positioned at a depth equal to 0.5 b. The contour plots confirm the 
influence of inclusion-matrix debonding on the F-S fatigue damage value 
near the interface. It is clear that both partially and fully debonded in-
terfaces experience significantly higher damage than a perfectly bonded 
inclusion. This observation will be quantified below. 

A perfectly bonded inclusion already acts as a damage raiser. Once 
debonding is introduced between the inclusion and the surrounding 
steel matrix, the separated interfaces behave as a crack which alters the 
stress field around them. As soon as debonding comes in to picture, the 
damage becomes localized to the debonded edges. The consequence of 
this increase in damage can be noticed by comparing the damage around 
perfectly bonded and debonded inclusions. A significant increase in fa-
tigue damage is present which eventually affects the damage initiation 
lifetime. This can be observed for all cases and orientations varying from 
circular to elongated inclusions. Also, for a fixed inclusion length, the 
sharper the inclusion, the higher the damage at the interface. 

This is in line with our experimental findings which indicate that the 
inclusion tips act as crack initiation hot spots for elongated inclusions 
and their side faces initiate cracks for globular type inclusions as 

Fig. 5. (a) Mesh design, and (b) mesh convergence.  
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predicted by the simulations. Fig. 10a shows the damage initiation from 
the side faces for a globular inclusion and Fig. 10b shows how damage 
initiates from the crack tips for an elongated inclusion. 

Fig. 11 shows the damage extracted at the contour 1 (see Fig. 4) for 
all inclusions numerically investigated in this work and classified based 
on different bonding ratios. This figure includes damage results from 
405 simulations (i.e. 135 simulations each for fully bonded, partially 
and fully debonded cases), obtained for the case of zero friction and 
other inclusion parameters shown in Table 2. 

The debonded inclusions have a higher median damage, hence 
cracks will generally initiate earlier than for perfectly bonded inclusions. 
Although not profound, slightly higher median damage is predicted for 
partially debonded inclusions as compared to fully debonded ones. This 
is visible in the case of AR 3 in Fig. 9 where slightly higher damage is 
predicted at the tips of a partially debonded inclusion compared to a 
fully debonded case. Contrary, the damage saturates to similar values in 
AR 5 for either case due to the sharp tips and thus high stress concen-
tration. The depth range was limited from 0.25 b to 1 b, below which no 
significant RCF damage was predicted due to the reduced stresses at 
deeper levels. 

The underlying mechanism behind the debonding phenomenon are 
explored in the next section. 

6.2. Near to instantaneous debonding occurs around the interface 

Our experimental study as well as literature show that inclusions 

tend to act as crack initiators [2,4,8]. This investigation shines light on 
how the separation of the interface between the inclusion and matrix 
takes place early and moreover, how it can accelerate the crack initia-
tion process. Fig. 12 gives an idea on how a crack initiates from a NMI. It 
displays the damage development around a fully bonded inclusion 
where it can be seen that highest damage is reached at top and bottom 
poles of the inclusion. Consequently this damage build up quickly leads 
to increased and localized damage around the tips as shown for a 
debonded inclusion. By extracting the damage at the interface (contour 
1) for a fully bonded inclusion and linking to lifetime, it is noticed that in 
a time span of around 104 – 105 cycles, damage builds up indicating 
damage initiation. In the context of high speed stage wind turbine 
gearboxes, this lifetime is a matter of hours for a roller element bearings 
present inside them. This means a near to instantaneous debonding 
occurs around the interface. Once this interfacial gap comes into the 
picture, this acts as an initial crack and accelerates the crack initiation 
process by raising the stress concentration in the matrix. 

Fig. 6. Distribution of F-S fatigue damage around different types of imperfections and for different bonding conditions.  

Fig. 7. Literature results - Stress raising effect for different types of NMI’s and 
bonding conditions [16]. 

Fig. 8. Debonding and deformation regions at inclusion-matrix interface for alumina (a) Literature results - as observed by Grabulov [4] (b) Simulation results.  

Table 2 
Factors affecting damage initiation lifetime - simulation matrix.  

Contact pressure / 
Half contact width b 

1 GPa/ (250 µm) 

Inclusion size - 
maximum length 
(µm) 

5  10  15 

Aspect ratio 1  3  5 
Depth (µm) 0.25 b 0.5 

b 
0.75 b 1b 2 b 

Orientation (deg.) w. 
r.t ORD 

0  45  -45 

Debonding ratio 0% 
(bonded)  

50% 
(partially 
bonded)  

100% 
(debonded) 

Friction coefficient 
at surface for 
calculation of 
traction 

0  0.15  0.3  
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Fig. 9. Damage evolution around various NMIs for different bonding ratios with the surrounding matrix.  

Fig. 10. Crack initiation from a MnS inclusion: (a) globular and (b) elongated.  
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From our simulation results, this section puts forward a crack initi-
ation hypothesis. Starting with an inclusion which is bonded to the 
matrix, once the loading begins, damage starts to build up around the 
inclusion. As the global rolling contact stress field generates a normal 
(crack opening) stress and shear stress around the interface, this damage 
induces a local contact between the steel matrix and inclusion. The 
phenomenon over time causes a separation between the inclusion- 
matrix interface and creates a gap between them. The beginning of 
this gap at the inclusion-matrix interface can be the initiating point of 
the crack. A schematic representation of the mechanism is shown in  
Fig. 13. 

The same has been experimentally observed by recent studies from 
Vegter et al. and Bruce et al. [5,22], where starting with a bonded in-
clusion, separation between the interfaces was observed during the early 
stages of the loading process. Hence, this hypothesis based on numerical 
evidence provides essential insight on how NMI’s can be crack initiators. 
This initiated crack can induce microstructural phase transformation in 
later stages, such as formation of white etching matter by crack rubbing 
mechanism [28,39], which is beyond the scope of this paper. 

This investigation suggests that debonding happens early during the 

loading process and subsequently leads to early damage initiation. 
Hence, from now on, only debonded inclusions will be considered for 
further analysis in this study. 

6.3. Role of inclusion depth and surface traction 

Fig. 14 demonstrates the damage initiation lifetime (contour 1) 
predicted at various subsurface depths for different characteristics of a 
fully debonded inclusion (bearing in mind that debonding is expected to 
occur very early on, as inferred from previous section). As an example, 
results are shown for a debonded elongated inclusion (AR = 3), for 
varying lengths and increasing friction coefficient between roller and 
raceway. The lifetime profile clearly follows the subsurface stress dis-
tribution across the depth. The F-S damage calculated from subsurface 
stresses and strains start to increase around 0.25 b, it reaches a peak at 
0.5 b after which it gradually starts to drop from 0.75 b and eventually 
fades away after a depth of 1 b. Below 1 b, the damage becomes insig-
nificant, hence the inclusions present below 1 b become less important. 
This trend is reflected in terms of initiation lifetime predicted across the 
depth, as expected the least lifetime is predicted at 0.5 b and 0.75 b, out 
of which the depth of 0.5 b becomes critical as this where the maximum 
shear stress reversal occurs. 

Similarly, Fig. 15 (taken at contour 2) shows the lifetime needed to 
form a matrix crack for different friction coefficients. It can be seen that 
damage initiation occurs at an order of magnitude quicker than matrix 
crack formation. The role of surface traction on damage initiation was 
documented in our previous study [23]. Adding to that, this study shows 
how much it affects the damage initiation lifetime across the depth. As 
can be seen from Fig. 15, the friction coefficient has a high impact on the 
depth range closer to the surface i.e. from 0 to 0.5 b. Another important 
observation which supports the previous studies is that [9,23], increase 
in surface traction shifts the subsurface stresses closer to the raceway i.e. 
the critical depth moves from 0.5 b towards 0.25 b for the simulated 
cases. This trend can be clearly seen in 0.3 friction coefficient case, as we 
increase the friction coefficient from 0.15 to 0.3, inclusions close to the 
surface experience high stresses and fail early than the ones at 0.5 b. 

From this analysis, it can be concluded that for a general scenario of 
normal operating conditions, the earliest crack initiation happens at a 

Fig. 11. Effect of debonding on F-S fatigue damage initiation.  

Fig. 12. Crack formation from a NMI via debonding.  

Fig. 13. Schematic representation of crack initiation from an NMI a. Bonded inclusion b. Local interaction due to normal and shear stresses creates debonded in-
terfaces c. Debonding acts an initial crack d. Crack formation, can lead to butterfly and WEC formation in later stages. 
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critical depth of 0.5 b to 0.75 b. Whereas, when the operating conditions 
generate high traction, the critical depth shifts towards the surface 
around 0.25 b. 

6.4. Role of inclusion characteristics 

Fig. 16 summarises the effect of different inclusion characteristics 
such as its length, aspect ratio and orientation against its corresponding 
initiation lifetime ( contour 1) of all debonded inclusions positioned at 
the depth of 0.5 b and 0.75 b. Therefore, as mentioned above, for a zero 
friction coefficient and other inclusion parameters in Table 2, 405 
simulations were made. The results from these simulations were then 
filtered to only debonded cases present at critical depths to plot Fig. 16. 

Although median life prediction for 5 and 10 µm inclusion sizes were 
more or less the same, the mean line shows that increasing inclusion 
length tends to reduce the crack initiation lifetime. Keeping in mind that 
these results show the lifetime range for a fixed length that includes 
varying AR’s and angle effects as well. This is in line with the experi-
mental trends from literature [6]. As far as aspect ratio goes, simulations 
predict AR 3 fails earlier i.e. the inclusion shapes that are in transition 
from round to elongated experiences higher damage at their tips. For AR 
1, the box plot notches extend beyond the 75th percentile. This happens 
due to small sample size which subsequently means there is uncertainty 
around the true median value. Finally, coming to inclusion orientation, 
we can see that the damage profile is symmetrical for + /- 45 deg. owing 
to the linear elastic nature of the simulations. In this scenario, inclined 
inclusions (+/- 45 deg.) experience higher damage and initiate earlier 

compared to equally shaped and sized, horizontally oriented inclusions. 
Fig. 17 demonstrates the matrix crack lifetime (contour 2) for 

different inclusion characteristics positioned at the depth of 0.5 b and 
0.75 b. For inclusion length and AR, the trends remain the same i.e. least 
lifetime prediction for longer and sharper inclusion. Whereas, opposite 
trend was observed for inclusion orientation, simulations predict flat 
inclusions develop matrix crack earlier than inclined ones. This is 
because, for inclined inclusions, the damage gradients are high close to 
their tips and they fade away from the interface. For the studied cases, it 
can be concluded that an elongated and debonded MnS inclusion posi-
tioned parallel to the raceway and located at a critical depth of 0.5 b to 0. 
75 b is the most detrimental. 

7. Conclusions 

This study analyses the effects of different inclusion characteristics, 
degree of debonding, depth and surface traction on RCF damage initi-
ation and crack formation lifetime. As far as methodology goes, based on 
the location of damage extraction around the interface, a distinction was 
made between damage initiation and its subsequent progression into a 
matrix crack. To accomplish this, a non-local fatigue criterion, i.e. the 
theory of critical distance (TCD), was coupled with a multi-axial critical 
plane fatigue damage model. The Roessle-Fatemi equation is linked with 
fatigue damage to calculate damage initiation and matrix crack forma-
tion lifetime. This provides a simple and comprehensive lifetime 
approximation for non-proportional, multi-axial loading, as is the case 
for rolling contact fatigue. 

Fig. 14. Role of critical depth and surface traction on damage initiation lifetime.  

Fig. 15. Role of critical depth and surface traction on matrix crack formation lifetime.  
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Fig. 16. Damage initiation lifetime trend for different inclusion characteristics (taken at 0.5 b & 0.75 b).  

Fig. 17. Matrix crack formation lifetime trend for different inclusion characteristics (taken at 0.5 b & 0.75 b).  
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From this extensive numerical investigation, the following conclu-
sions can be formulated: 

a. Damage builds up around an inclusion leading to debonded in-
terfaces very early on. Inclusions already being stress raisers in ma-
trix, in addition that, these debonded interfaces act as an initial crack 
and raise the stress concentration leading to accelerated damage 
initiation.  

b. Critical depth where maximum subsurface stresses occur was found 
to be a function of surface traction. Under normal operating condi-
tions, the earliest crack initiation was observed at a critical depth of 
0.5 b which is where the maximum shear stress reversals occur. But 
in case of events which can lead to high surface traction between 
roller and raceway, this traction effect shifts the maximum subsur-
face stresses closer to the surface changing the critical depth from 0.5 
b to 0.25 b.  

c. As far as role of inclusion size effects goes, the larger the inclusion 
length, the higher the damage it experiences and takes least lifetime 
to initiate and develop crack. As far as AR is concerned, sharper in-
clusions initiate damage earlier than the round ones. For inclusion 
orientation, although inclined inclusions initiates earlier, flat in-
clusions develop matrix crack quicker. 

Based on these findings, a hypothesis explaining how a crack initiates 
from a NMI was put forward. All findings from the numerical work were 
compared with the experimental investigations to understand the 
mechanism behind crack initiation from a NMI. 
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